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I have been an Operator at a nuclear facility for over 23 years and
have held a license for over 19 years. In addition I served 6 years in

the Nuclear Navy.

Over the years of working in the Nuclear Industry, I have observed
that it has become more difficult for me to adapt to the rotating shift
work.

In many cases it is left to the individual to determine if Fit for Duty
because much nuclear operator work is done without continuous

oversight. There may be instances when the status of being Not Fit
for Duty is not recognized by an individual until it is too late.

I believe the 10 CFR Part 26 rules, as they currently exist, help to

minimize fatigue, not allowing facilities to overwork their Operators.

If a facility finds they need to work Operators more than an average of
54 hours per week over the cycle then their staffing levels are

probably inadequate.

I feel that any change that reduces a workers ability to adhere to a

regimen that allows them to stay mentally sharp and physically
rejuvenated should not be allowed.

--Tim pýh- =: &CY -0ý7 I
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